Hope Travels, A Story Trails Production, Episode 2: Story-Magic
NARRATOR:

Hope Travels, Story Trails Production, episode two: Story-Magic

SFX:

(ambience of library and magic sound)

HOPE:

Dear journal… I have finally worked out how to turn my journal
off and back on, so that’s useful. In retrospect, this is
something that I perhaps should have ascertained before
beginning my journey, but I was in a bit of a rush, what with
this particular adventure not being entirely sanctioned by the
council. Hopefully they’ll soon realise how important
adventuring in the human place is. Especially with my
discovery of ‘libraries’. That’s right! That’s what I
discovered yesterday. A library.

BEAT
HOPE cont:

Of course, I’ve only ever heard stories of human libraries,
since I wasn’t born back when the gateways between the
enchanted place and the human world were closed. For anyone
else in my position, libraries are whole buildings full of
books. I thought they were a myth! But it turns out that
they’re real! There are books about almost anything you can
think of here! And I’ve learnt that this region alone has
thirteen libraries! And that’s not even counting the
‘community libraries’. Isn’t that amazing! Just think what
all of this story-magic could do for the enchanted place?!
That must be why Val wants to bring back tours for humans in
the enchanted place. I mean, the stories in just one of these
libraries could rejuvenate magic in the enchanted place for a
full year! I’ve been reading all night and I feel great! I’ve
also discovered that the mechanical creatures I saw yesterday
are actually ‘cars’. Mechanical conveyances for humans to
travel larger distances more quickly. Amazing. Although they
do smell… weird. It’s a good job the humans I came across were
coming to this library yesterday. I was feeling very strange
after my ride on the car… and climbing the pile of – what I’ve
now learnt was ‘rubbISH’. The bottles weren’t glass, they’re
made of a new thing that humans invented called ‘plasssstic’.

BEAT
HOPE cont:

Apparently – rubbish is bad. But there does seem to be a lot
of it… anyway, I’ve decided on the theme for my travels.
Libraries! The books here have given me soooo much
information, and there are loads of libraries in the WakEffIeld
area… so I’m going to visit them all! I’ve explored all of the
libraries in NorMANton, so now I’m going to CastleFORD. And –
this is the really exciting part – I am going by BUS! You may
be wondering what a BUS is… buses are bigger cars for lots of
humans that are all going to the same place! It looks like a
normal-sized dragon… not that there are many dragons left in
the enchanted place… but they’re about Derek’s size.
CastleFORD. I can’t wait!

SFX:

(magic journal switched off followed by a BEAT and magic
journal switched on to bus ambience)

HOPE CONT:

(whispering) I am on a BUS. I don’t think that the humans will
be able to hear me, but just in case I’m whispering! I’ve
found a sort of hard-chewy substance on the side of this seat –
smells like a kind of food. And I just think that’s wonderful
– free food on buses. I’m going to try some before the humans
eat it all. (Chewing). It’s very chewy and quite hard. But
there’s some flavour that’s unlike anything back home… I just
keep chewing. When is it finished?… it’s not like normal food!
(Swallows). I think that’s enough of that.

SFX:

Bus stopping.

HOPE CONT:

Ah… the BUS is stopping. Everyone’s getting off so I will too
– I can see a small human, so I think I’ll just hide on his
shoulder and hope he takes me to a library!

SFX:

Journal off / journal on – ambience library

HOPE CONT:

(Tired) Well I’ve travelled around a bit and now I’m in the
library here. Took me a while to feel ok again. I think that
free bus-food didn’t really agree with me… I needed a few books
to feel like myself again. What an exiciting day though. If
you ask me – we need buses in the enchanted world. It was
wonderful. Anyway, I’ve made some more discoveries in this
library.
The small humans are ‘children’ – that’s younger versions of
the grown-up ones. The younger ones are also much more fun and
they have loads more magic all around them. Grown-ups are
meant to know more but don’t seem to understand as much. Back
to the magic point – I don’t think humans can see it, if they
did everyone would listen to the children more!
Yesterday there was a small child running around, magic coming
off of it in waves! So much! I got closer because I couldn’t
see a book or anything to account for the magic. And that’s
when I realised it was coming from the child’s play. Yeah –
play makes magic! I think it’s do with the imagination…
There are all of these grown-ups in the library too. Some of
them are attached to the children, some of them are looking at
the books and some of them do ‘work’ here. They help the other
humans, put books on these sort of stacked branches called
‘shelves’ and they use magic boxes with letters that they press
to discover things. I could use a magic box.
Some humans stare at small magic boxes in their hands. They
just stare and stare and they don’t even look at what’s around
them. So maybe I should be a bit wary of magic boxes… I don’t
want to get sucked into some staring trap… That’s it for now!
I’m a bit tired. I’d better get my rest – lots of adventures
to be had in the morning!
END

Narrator:

You’ve been listening to Hope Travels, an audio series funded
as part of WordFest and Festival of the Earth, led by Wakefield
Council through Creative Wakefield until October 2021 across
the Wakefield district.

Hope Travels has been written, acted and produced by Beccy Dye
(nee Stirrup) of Story Trails. See the Show Notes for a full
list of sound effects, and a link to the episode script.
Hope’s pronunciations earlier were incorrect, she is in fact in
the Wakefield District and has visited Normanton and
Castleford. Also – do not eat abandoned gum on the side of
seats – Hope doesn’t know this, but it’s bad for you!
If you would like to say hi to Hope, then tweet @StoryTrailsUK
and we’ll pass the message on! If you’re a small human,
remember to ask a grown-up to help.
Join us for Hope’s next adventure as she discovers a big
problem, and wonders what a tiny boggle could possibly do to
help…
If you’re enjoying Hope Travels, remember to book your place
for the live storytelling show of Hope Returns across Wakefield
libraries and in the XO all of this half-term!
Check out the storytrails website for more information:
www.storytrails.co.uk
Remember, a little hope can go a long way.

Episode One Sound Effects:
•
•
•
•

Library ambience:
https://freesound.org/people/Hourofmidnight/sounds/325672/
Hourofmidnight, October 22nd, 2015
Magic Diary on/off:
https://freesound.org/people/smokinghotdog/sounds/584244/
smokinghotdog, August 21st, 2021
Bus ambience:
https://freesound.org/people/abrahemp/sounds/564721/
abrahemp, March 25th, 2021
Bus door:
https://freesound.org/people/13FPanska_Sychra_Petr/sounds/379372/
13FPanska_Sychra_Petr, February 1st, 2017

